A post-translational modification, unrelated to hydroxylation, in the collagenous domain of nonhelical pro-alpha 2(I) procollagen chains secreted by chemically transformed hamster fibroblasts.
Transformed Syrian hamster embryo (NQT-SHE) fibroblasts do not synthesize the pro-alpha 1 subunit of type I procollagen, but secrete two modified forms of the pro-alpha 2(I) subunit that migrate more slowly than the normal chain during gel electrophoresis (Peterkofsky, B., and Prather, W. (1986) J. Biol. Chem. 261, 16818-16826). By electrophoretic analysis of cyanogen bromide and V8 protease-derived peptides from the collagenous domains of intra- and extracellular pro-alpha 2(I) chains, we find that the modification occurs almost exclusively in secreted molecules, is located in the region spanned by the cyanogen bromide peptide CB3,5, and persists when hydroxylation is inhibited. Thus, modification is due to a post-translational reaction other than hydroxylation. The modified chains appear to be secreted in the denatured state since: 1) helical structures formed at 4 degrees C under acidic conditions were unstable under neutral conditions at 37 degrees C; 2) conditions that destabilize the type I procollagen helix and thus inhibit its secretion, i.e. inhibition of proline hydroxylation or incorporation of the proline analog cis-hydroxyproline, did not affect secretion of the modified chains. The time courses for secretion of nonhelical modified chains from NQT-SHE and of hydroxylated helical procollagen I from control cells, as a proportion of total collagen synthesized, were similar. Although cis-hydroxyproline did not inhibit the secretion of the modified chains, it induced their rapid intracellular degradation.